MaineDOT/ACEC Highway Design Subcommittee
MEETING SUMMARY
May 29, 2014, 11:00 AM – 12:30 PM
MaineDOT, Conference Room 421A/B

Attendees:
Brad Foley
MaineDOT
Heath Cowan
MaineDOT
Andy MacDonald
MaineDOT
Brian Keezer
MaineDOT
Atlee Mousseau
MaineDOT
Dale Mitchell
HNTB
Kevin Ducharme
T.Y. Lin International
Don Ettinger
Gorrill-Palmer
Tony Grande
VHB
Notes Taken By: Tony Grande
______________________________________________________________________
1) Highway Program Update (Brad Foley)
o General MaineDOT and Highway Program Information:
 Wayne Frankhauser is MaineDOT’s new Bridge Engineer;
Jeff Folsom is the new Assistant Bridge Engineer
 Multi-Modal is looking to reorganize similar to the Highway Program
and Brian Keezer will be attending Highway Subcommittee meetings
 Brad mentioned several staff changes in the Highway Program and
handed out the current (see attached) 5-page org charts to the group.
 Currently using AASHTOWARE plus the older DARWIN pavement
design software for comparison purposes in design. Finding variations of
2”-3” between the two. Starting to look at establishing MaineDOT
specific default input values for the AASHTOWARE program (this has
taken some other states several years to come up with these values).
 Brad will be attending the AASHTO Subcommittee on Design 2014
Annual Meeting from June 1-5, in Savannah, GA. MaineDOT is also
working on various tri-state initiatives with NH and VT, which will be
discussed at the meeting. Topics of discussion will include Practical
Design, Performance Measures, Utilities, and Risk Management.
 MaineDOT’s Complete Streets Policy is now in its final internal review
and approval stage and should be available very soon. This document
will also identify which types of projects need to consider
accommodation as part of the design.
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2) Updates on Design Guidance (Brad Foley/Heath Cowan)
o New Engineering Instruction coming out soon regarding barrier layout.
 Will generally follow AASHTO methodology
 Can still go for Design Exceptions when needed
 Brad will send out for review by ACEC Highway Subcommittee
o Developing a pavement treatment type summary for use by designers. A
guide/manual will likely be available next year.

3) 3D Modeling
o Recent project has been released as a 3D model for use pre-bid (River Road,
Windham).
o MaineDOT is looking to develop a Policy listing 3D Model requirements based
on the type of project and what type of information should be provided including
how much detail needs to be provided, for example:
 Curb to curb only (likely for intersection projects)
 Overall cut/fill limits (likely for reconstruction/rehab projects w/ROW)
 Other features like driveways, etc. may or may not be included

4) Design Review/Check Review process
o MaineDOT provided a copy of the New Revised PDR Form (see attached) and
reviewed some of the basic changes
 ADA Compliance included
 Taming process (traffic control/phasing during construction) will provide
constructability review and input early on, beginning at the project
kickoff meeting and progressing through the project.
 ***All Driveways need to be designed and included with the PDR
submission***
 The PDR submission is creeping closer towards the PIC submission from
a level of design.
 MaineDOT looking to minimize rework later on in the contract
therefore looking to make sure issues are dealt with early on in the
design process.
 It was noted that the designer needs to account for this shift of
work effort from Phase 2 into Phase 1 and identify this during the
scope and fee development process.
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5) Design Exceptions (DE’s)
o MaineDOT looking for more of a tabular format, a more consistent standardized
format for presentation of information.
o Send in DE’s as soon as possible, preferably with each submission:
 Alignment (Horizontal or Vertical design, or other design issues that are
included under this submission)
 PDR (Other design issues, beyond those that should have been covered
under the Alignment Submission)
 Include other useful information (photo, google street view, etc.) to help
the reviewer
 Consider submitting a DE for an entire area if there are several DE’s
within one are (i.e., historic district)

6) Environmental Update – Bats
o MaineDOT is working towards developing a programmatic approach to address
the bat issue.
o Although June-July are the real critical months, the current proposed window for
clearing is April through November, although no formal statement has been
developed yet.

7) Upcoming Goals for the ACEC Highway Design Subcommittee
o
o
o
o
o
o

Progression of Sample Plans and Checklists through PS&E.
Develop Design Guidance for Pavement Rehabilitation projects.
Develop Design Guidance on 3D Modeling deliverables.
Centralization of Engineering Information provided on MaineDOT’s website.
Roundabout Design – Discussion of design and maintenance issues/concerns.
On-going MaineDOT and Highway Program updates.

NEXT MEETING: The next meeting will likely be in August.
I have attempted to summarize discussions held during this meeting as accurately as possible.
If you believe that any of the items discussed herein are misrepresented in any way, please
contact me within ten working days. In the absence of any corrections or clarifications, it will
be understood that these minutes accurately summarize our discussions.
Respectfully Submitted,
Tony Grande
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